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Breast cancer is leading cause of deaths in women. Diagnosis of breast cancer at an early stage is very 
challenging for radiologists. CAD systems are developed for early and accurate diagnosis. 
Mammography 
interpretation after screening mammograms is generally affected by some factors, such as image 
quality, the radiologist’s level of expertise, and the high volume of cases. As pe
current breast cancer screenings, 10%
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Cancer is defined as a group of diseases which involves 
abnormal  growth of cells in body.  Normally the cells in human 
body grows and divide to form a new cell in order to meet the 
body requirement. If these normal cells become older or 
destroyed, they may die. Sothat  the new cells take their place 
of died cells. When these new cells are generated and the body 
does not require them,and the old or destroyed cells do not die 
as they should , then these extra  cells are constructed as a mass 
tissue which is known as a lump, growth or tumor and then 
Cancer occurs[2].The name is given by the part of body where 
the abnormal growth takes place.Here we are considering breast 
cancer. It is a type of cancer that originates from breasttissue. 
The first indications of it is breast lumps or an abnormal 
mammogram. If one can found that there is development of a 
breast lump or has anabnormal finding on a mammogram. Then 
diagnosis process called a biopsy maybe needed. There are two 
main types of biopsies one is needle biopsy and other is surgical 
biopsy. Needle biopsytypes include fine needle biopsy,we 
generally called FNA , core needlebiopsy and vacu
breast biopsy[3]. 
 

A mammogram is a radiological tool used to image
tissue. It can detect calcifications, cysts, fibroadenoma
cancerous breast lumps) and cancer. Simply an
breast, mammography helps to evaluate and diagnose 
conditions.A cyst is a collection of fluid, that can occur in the 
breast and in other areas of the body .calcifications are are 
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ABSTRACT 

Breast cancer is leading cause of deaths in women. Diagnosis of breast cancer at an early stage is very 
challenging for radiologists. CAD systems are developed for early and accurate diagnosis. 
Mammography is one of the effective techniques for screening breast. Still the accuracy of 
interpretation after screening mammograms is generally affected by some factors, such as image 
quality, the radiologist’s level of expertise, and the high volume of cases. As pe
current breast cancer screenings, 10%−25% of the tumors are missed by the radiologists [1].This paper 
contains  introduction to mammography and survey of various statistical techniques used  for finding 
texture features in diagnosis process. 

is defined as a group of diseases which involves 
abnormal  growth of cells in body.  Normally the cells in human 

and divide to form a new cell in order to meet the 
body requirement. If these normal cells become older or 
destroyed, they may die. Sothat  the new cells take their place 
of died cells. When these new cells are generated and the body 

and the old or destroyed cells do not die 
as they should , then these extra  cells are constructed as a mass 
tissue which is known as a lump, growth or tumor and then 
Cancer occurs[2].The name is given by the part of body where 

ace.Here we are considering breast 
cancer. It is a type of cancer that originates from breasttissue. 
The first indications of it is breast lumps or an abnormal 
mammogram. If one can found that there is development of a 

on a mammogram. Then 
diagnosis process called a biopsy maybe needed. There are two 
main types of biopsies one is needle biopsy and other is surgical 
biopsy. Needle biopsytypes include fine needle biopsy,we 
generally called FNA , core needlebiopsy and vacuum assisted 

is a radiological tool used to image breast 
fibroadenoma (non-

cancerous breast lumps) and cancer. Simply an x-ray of the 
helps to evaluate and diagnose 

of fluid, that can occur in the 
breast and in other areas of the body .calcifications are are 

small mineral deposits in the breast . A fibroadenoma is a non
cancerous (benign) lump of solid tissue[4].
 

The goal of mammography is to provide early detection
breast cancer through low
Mammography is considered to be the most efficient technique 
for identifying lesions when they are not palpable and when 
there are structural breast modifications[5].
 

In human body breast cancer sp
tissues grow in ducts which  means tubes that carry milk to the 
nipple,and in second type in the lobule which means glands that 
make milk. There are two ways breast cancer occurs one is 
Invasive and other is  Non-Invasive. 
cancer cells break out from inside thelobules and then spread to 
nearby tissue. In second type of cancer, the cancer cells does 
not break and will remain inside its place oforigin and it is not 
spread to otherparts [6].Benign a
of tumors found in human body. Benign tumors are non
cancerous tumors whichmay grow larger but do not spread to 
other parts of the body, and Malignant Tumors are cancerous 
tumors which are invade and destroy nearby tissue and s
to other parts of the body[7]. 
 

Capturing Mammogram 
 

For capturing mammogram image the breast is positioned 
between two small plates then x
tissues of the breast. This is particularly depends onwhether the 
breast is positioned vertically or horizontally, the mammograms 
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Breast cancer is leading cause of deaths in women. Diagnosis of breast cancer at an early stage is very 
challenging for radiologists. CAD systems are developed for early and accurate diagnosis. 

is one of the effective techniques for screening breast. Still the accuracy of 
interpretation after screening mammograms is generally affected by some factors, such as image 
quality, the radiologist’s level of expertise, and the high volume of cases. As per recent statistics, in 

−25% of the tumors are missed by the radiologists [1].This paper 
contains  introduction to mammography and survey of various statistical techniques used  for finding 

small mineral deposits in the breast . A fibroadenoma is a non-
cancerous (benign) lump of solid tissue[4]. 

The goal of mammography is to provide early detection of 
breast cancer through low-dose imaging of the breast. 
Mammography is considered to be the most efficient technique 
for identifying lesions when they are not palpable and when 
there are structural breast modifications[5]. 

In human body breast cancer spreads in two ways.Firstly cancer 
tissues grow in ducts which  means tubes that carry milk to the 
nipple,and in second type in the lobule which means glands that 
make milk. There are two ways breast cancer occurs one is 

Invasive. In first type of cancer, the 
cancer cells break out from inside thelobules and then spread to 
nearby tissue. In second type of cancer, the cancer cells does 
not break and will remain inside its place oforigin and it is not 
spread to otherparts [6].Benign and malignant these two types 
of tumors found in human body. Benign tumors are non-
cancerous tumors whichmay grow larger but do not spread to 
other parts of the body, and Malignant Tumors are cancerous 
tumors which are invade and destroy nearby tissue and spread 

For capturing mammogram image the breast is positioned 
between two small plates then x-rays are passes through the 
tissues of the breast. This is particularly depends onwhether the 

positioned vertically or horizontally, the mammograms 
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are categorizedin two typesone is craniocaudal andother 
mediolateraloblique. In the craniocaudal type the breast is 
compressed horizontally and then an x-rayimage is taken in the 
direction from top to bottomand, in case of mediolateral 
oblique, the breast is verticallycompressed and an x-ray image 
is taken from the side[8]. 
 

Most of the researchers used Mammographic Image analysis 
society (MIAS) database. This database is free to download 
from internet. There are 322 images. Every image is 1024 
pixels x 1024 pixels. The images have 50 micron pixel edges. 
The database is provided by the UK national breast 
screeningsprogrammed and the database has beenreduced to a 
200 micron pixel edges. There are  208 normal, 63 benign, and 
51 cancer in database. These images were in 24-bit PGM 
format[9]. 
 

Statistical Terms 
 

The  twelveHaralick’s features of four classes were summarized 
into two function that are mean, standard deviation. Then 
stepwise discriminant procedure was used to select the best 
features. Those features areEntropy,Energy , Inertia , 
Correlation, Variance , Sum Average , Sum Entropy, 
Difference Entropy  and Difference Variancewere selected as 
the best features. With these selected features coefficients were 
determined, each feature variable in the Discriminantfunction 
accomplishes maximum separation. With this texture 
featuresauthor got 95% relative accuracy[10].  
 

P Anjaiah1 et.al.Multi-ROI Segmentation is also one way to 
segment mammogram image. Authorused First-order and 
second-order statistics for measuring the texture properties of 
multi-ROI segmented mammogram images. This multi ROI 
helps to pick the tumor contained portion of an image[11]. 
ShofwatulUyunet.al.gives comparison of first order and second 
order statistic texture descriptors. Theresult obtained from 
comparison were used as input for classification process. Two 
types of backpropagation neural network classification 
wereperformed [12]. 
 

Nasseer M. Basheeret.al.uses statistical features based on the 
pixels making up the segmentation. They useStatistical features 
which werederived from the pixels values of the segmented 
ROI according to a specific formula for each feature.  A 
function which gives quantitative shape descriptions of the 
image histogram wasused. And SVM was used for 
classification. According to author the classification accuracy is 
slightly reduced after performing benign-malignant 
classification from 93.069 % to 92.3%), this is because 
accuracy is due to the propagation of classification error from 
the normal-abnormal to the benign-malignant classification 
stage [13]. 
 

Hashem B. Jehlol et.al.used Grey-Level Co-occurrenceMatrix 
for estimation of  image properties related to second-order 
statistics. GLDM feature descriptor was also calculated from 
five values of the angle ө those are 0 , 45 , 90  and 135 and 
five texture features Energy, Contrast Correlation, 
Homogeneity, Entropy are also calculated, displacement 
distance d=1. Author used several classification algorithms for 
comparing their performance such as Randomforest, The Naive 
Bayes , The multi-layer perceptron  and Decision Table. The 
classification accuracy was 98.8% and the model build time 
was about 0.14 second in the case of the random forest 
classifier [14]. 
 

From the pixels values of the segmented ROI statistical 
intensity-based features can be obtained directlywith the help 
specific formula for each feature. This can be done by 
computing indirectly in the form of histogram of the segmented 
ROI.There will be four features of shape which can be extracted 
from ROI which those are Compactness, Aspect Ratio, Area to 
background percentage, Perimeter ratio[15]. 
 

According to results and literature Gray Level Co-Occurrence 
Matrix is to be a popular statistical method of extracting 
textural feature. With co-occurrence matrix, Haralickgives 
definition offourteen textural features which were measured 
from the probability matrix to extract the characteristics of 
texture statistics of remote sensing images[16]. 
 

Patricia. B.et.al.praposed a method with texture features which 
are provided by thewell-known approach proposed by 
Haralick.they mainly focuses to introduce theunsupervised 
classifier Optimum-Path Forest to identify breastmasses, and to 
evaluate its performance against with two other unsupervised 
techniques such as Gaussian Mixture Model andk-Means using 
texture features from images [17]. 
 

AwaisurRehman et.al. used six statistical features from 
histogram of mammogram image. They used features as  mean, 
standard deviation, third moment, smoothness, randomness 
anduniformity. Local Binary Pattern  was used for image 
texture classification. According to author accuracy of 
classification performance  is better in hybrid feature space of 
taxonomic indices, statisticalmeasures and LBP as compared to 
feature space of onlytaxonomic indices and feature space based 
on statisticalmeasures and LBP[18]. 
 

According to WHO Results from mammography screening 
programs will reduce breast cancer mortality by approximately 
20% at 11 years of follow up.Follwing table shows the 
recommandations by WHO for different age groups[19]. 
 

Table 1 WHO recommendations regarding implementation of 
mammography screening programs 
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